Anthro Charging Carts Comparison
FOR Tablets

Product #
and MSRP

plus e-Readers, Handhelds,
and Surface hybrid devices

YES Cart
for Tablets

YES Cart
for Tablet Sync

YES Cabinet
for Tablets

YESTABGMPW4
$1,629 MSRP

YESTSYGMPW4
$2,479 MSRP

YESCABGMPW
$699 MSRP

Outside
dimensions
Number of
devices it
can hold

For MINI-LAPTOPS

24.5”w x 23.75”d x 46”h
You decide! The adjustable
shelves and bays support
from 1 to 40 devices. Ships
configured for 32 devices.

You decide! The adjustable
shelves and bays support
from 1 to 32 devices. Ships
configured for 32 devices.

Size of
devices it
can hold

YES Cart for
Mini-Laptops, Junior

YES Cabinet for
Mini-Laptops

Product #
and MSRP

YESMORGMPW4
$2,089 MSRP

YESMJUGMPW4
$1,749 MSRP

YESMLCGMPW
$739 MSRP

21”w x 12”d x 24”h

Outside
dimensions

28.75”w x 25”d x 41.5”h

27.75”w x 24.25”d x 42”h

22.25”w x 16.75”d x 24”h

You decide! The adjustable
shelves and bays support
from 1 to 20 devices. Ships
configured for 20 devices.

Number of
devices it
can hold

You decide! The adjustable
shelves and bays support
from 1 to 36 devices. Ships
configured for 36 devices.

You decide! The adjustable
shelves and bays support
from 1 to 20 devices. Ships
configured for 20 devices.

You decide! The adjustable
shelves and bays support
from 1 to 12 devices. Ships
configured for 12 devices.

Every model of mini-laptop device (including Chromebooks,
Netbooks, Ultrabooks, Surface Pro and MacBook Air) up to 14”!
Lift-n-Set Shelves adjust in 2/3” increments, and Pop-n-Go Bays adjust in 1/3” increments.

Size of
devices it
can hold

Landscape

Portrait

Our carts and cabinet ship configured with each bay measuring 1.25”w x 10.5”d x 8”h.

Power and
network
connections

How devices
are powered

42 internal power outlets;
3 external power outlets.

21 internal power outlets.

Anthro’s carts and cabinet utilize the cord that comes with your device. Connectors are
securely routed to the front of each bay so they’re not in the way of docking devices.
Plug them into the rear IT area and bundle any excess cord for neat and easy access.

Power

120Vac, 60Hz, 12Amps

Cooling and
ventilation
Unit weight

32 USB 2.0 ports and 2 power
outlets inside the enclosure;
2 power outlets on the outside
plus 1 USB type B port for the
host computer.

149 lbs.

Store and charge a mix of different devices:
• Devices with a power inlet on the shorter end
(what we call “landscape orientation”).
• Devices with a power inlet on the longer end
(we call that “portrait orientation”).
• Even tablet and handheld devices!

Power
connections

How devices
are powered

36 internal power outlets;
2 external power outlets.

Unit weight

The YES Cart for Mini-Laptops features a simple timer-based power system
that keeps your circuit from overloading.

Deluxe Laptop
Charging Cart,
18-unit

Deluxe Laptop
Charging Cart,
27-unit

LTSC20WH/SM
$1,529 MSRP

LTSC30WH/SM
$1,999 MSRP

NCCD20BK/SM5
$2,199 MSRP

NCCD30BK/SM5
$2,699 MSRP

NCCM18BK/WH5
$2,399 MSRP

NCCM27BK/WH5
$2,999 MSRP

42.5”w x 29.5”d x 38”h

33.25”w x 25”d x 45.5”h

48.25”w x 25”d x 45.5”h

33.25”w x 25”d x 45.5”h

48.25”w x 25”d x 45.5”h

You decide!
The adjustable
shelves support
from 1 to 20 devices.
Ships configured
for 20 devices.

You decide!
The adjustable
shelves support
from 1 to 30 devices.
Ships configured
for 30 devices.

You decide!
The adjustable
shelves support
from 1 to 18 devices.
Ships configured
for 18 devices.

You decide!
The adjustable
shelves support
from 1 to 27 devices.
Ships configured
for 27 devices.

Number of
devices it
can hold

Ships configured
for 20 devices.

Ships configured
for 30 devices.

Size of
devices it
can hold

Designed for any
laptop larger than 14”.
Bays measure
15.5”w x 12”d x 3”h.

Designed for any
laptop larger than 14”.
Bays measure
16”w x 12”d x 3”h.

Power and
network
connections

20 internal power
outlets; 2 external
power outlets.

30 internal power
outlets; 2 external
power outlets.

How devices
are powered

Anthro’s carts utilize the cord that comes with
your device. Power adapters plug in at the back
of the shelf and connectors securely route to
the front. The 30-unit Standard Charging Carts
features a simple timer-based power system
that keeps your circuit from overloading.

Power

Ventilation holes on doors and side panels allow air to
circulate throughout the enclosure to keep devices cool.
174 lbs.

146 lbs.

70 lbs.

Metal surfaces are 14-gauge and 16-gauge steel with a baked-on powder coat finish.
The top surface is 1” medium-density fiberboard wrapped in durable thermoplastic laminate.
Bay dividers are made of molded ABS polymer, the same tough material used in hardhats.

Certifications

UL 60950-1 and CSA 22.2-60950

Certifications

UL 60950-1 and CSA 22.2-60950

Designed for any laptop larger than 14”. Each carts ships with bays measuring
13.5”w x 17.5”d x 3”h. Shelves can be removed to make taller spaces for storing larger items!

20 internal power
outlets; 4 external
power outlets.

30 internal power
outlets; 4 external
power outlets..

Wired for Wake-on
LAN Connectivity!
CAT5 network cords
are pre-routed to each
bay for quick setup —
just add your network
switches. 20 internal
power outlets (2 are
“always on” for network
switches); 4 external
power outlets.

Wired for Wake-on
LAN Connectivity!
CAT5 network cords
are pre-routed to each
bay for quick setup —
just add your network
switches. 30 internal
power outlets (3 are
“always on” for network
switches); 4 external
power outlets.

Anthro’s carts utilize the cord that comes with your device. Connectors are securely routed to the
front of each bay so they’re not in the way of docking devices. Plug them into the rear IT area and
bundle each power adapter and excess cord on its own dedicated shelf.
The 30-unit Advanced and 27-unit Deluxe Charging Carts feature a simple
timer-based power system that keeps your circuit from overloading.

Lifetime Warranty on the body; five-year warranty on the
electrical system. Cords and plugs are not warranted.

Cooling and
ventilation
Unit weight

120Vac, 60Hz, 12Amps
Ventilation holes on doors and side panels
allow air to circulate.
193 lbs.

276 lbs.

A cooling fan keeps air moving throughout the enclosure — a thermistor control
keeps the fan quiet, only speeding up when devices get too warm. Ventilation holes
on doors and side panels allow air to circulate.
238 lbs.

365 lbs.

243 lbs.

Materials
and finishes

Metal surfaces are 14-gauge and 16-gauge steel with a baked-on powder coat finish.

Certifications

UL 60950-1 and CSA 22.2-60950

Warranty

Lifetime Warranty on the body; one-year warranty
on electrical system. Cords and plugs not warranted.

370 lbs.

Lifetime Warranty on the body; two-year warranty on the electrical system.
Cords and plugs are not warranted.

For inquiries, call our super friendly and knowledgeable Sales
Team at 800.325.3841, drop us a line at sales@anthro.com,
or download more info at anthro.com.
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MacBook Air® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. Chromebook™ is a trademark of Google Inc. Ultrabook™ is a trademark of Intel.
Surface™ is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and other countries. Technology Furniture® is a registered
trademark of Anthro Corporation. Anthro is a wholly owned subsidiary of Ergotron, Inc. and Ergotron, Inc. is a Nortek Company.

Advanced Laptop
Charging Cart,
30-unit

120Vac, 60Hz, 12Amps

Materials
and finishes

Warranty

Advanced Laptop
Charging Cart,
20-unit

15 internal power outlets.

Metal surfaces are 14-gauge and 16-gauge steel with a baked-on powder coat finish.
The top surface is 1” medium-density fiberboard wrapped in durable thermoplastic laminate.
Bay dividers are made of molded ABS polymer, the same tough material used in hardhats.

Lifetime Warranty on the body; five-year warranty on the
electrical system. Cords and plugs are not warranted.

Standard Laptop
Charging Cart,
30-unit

Portrait

Materials
and finishes

Warranty

Standard Laptop
Charging Cart,
20-unit

Outside 25.5”w x 29.5”d x 45.5”h
dimensions

Anthro’s carts and cabinet utilize the cord that comes with your device. Connectors are
securely routed to the front of each bay so they’re not in the way of docking devices.
Plug them into the rear IT area and bundle any excess cord and power adapters into handy bins.

Cooling and
ventilation
58 lbs.

20 internal power outlets;
3 external power outlets.

Product #
and MSRP

for any laptop larger than 14"

Landscape

Ship configured with bays measuring 1.25”w x 14.25”d x 10”h (36 bays) in the YES Cart for
Mini-Laptops and 1.6”w x 14.25"d x 10”h in the Junior Cart (20 bays) and Cabinet (12 bays).

Power

Ventilation holes on doors and side panels allow air to
circulate throughout the enclosure to keep devices cool.
136 lbs.

For Laptops

YES Cart for
Mini-Laptops

Every model of tablet, e-reader, handheld and Surface hybrid device!
Lift-n-Set Shelves adjust in 2/3” increments, and Pop-n-Go Bays adjust in 1/3” increments.
Store and charge a mix of different devices:
• Devices with a power inlet on the shorter end
(what we call “landscape orientation”).
• Devices with a power inlet on the longer end
(we call that “portrait orientation”).
• Devices that require thick protective cases.

including Chromebooks™,
Netbooks, Ultrabooks™,
Surface Pro and MacBook® Air

